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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS 

NOTES ON THE THEORY, METHOD OF FIELD OPERA TIO~ 

AND PRESENTATION OF DATA 

FOR THE INDUCED PO LA RIZA TION METHOD 

Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement refers 

to the blocking action or polarization of metallic or electronic 

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction. 

This electro-chemical phenomenon occurs wherever 

electrical current is pas sed through an area which contains metallic 

minerals such as base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is 

passed through the ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the 

conduction takes place through i.ons present in the water content of the 

rock, or soil, 1.. e. by ioni.c conduction. This is because almost all 

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground wa~er. 

The group of minerals commonly described as "metallic", however, 

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. The 

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the 

mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions filling the 

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present 
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in the rock. 

The blocking action or induced polarization mentioned 

, above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow 

the ions to give up or receive electrons from the metallic surface, 

increases with the time that a d. c. current is allowed to flow through 

therockj i. e. as ions pile up against the metallic interface the 

resistance to current flow increases. Eventually, there is enough 

polarization in the form of excess ions at the interfaces, to appreciably 

reduce the amount of current flow through the metallic particle. This 

polarization takes place at each of the infinite number of solution-metal 

interfaces in a mineralized rock. 

When the d. c. voltage used to create this d. c. current 

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming 

the ,polarization cause them to return to their normal position. This 

movement of charge creates a small current flow which can be 

"Il}easured on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference. 

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the 

direction of the current through the system is reversed repeatedly 

before the polarization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system 

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching is changed. 

This is a consequence of the fact that the amount of current flowing 

through each metallic interface depends upon the length of time that 

current has been pas sing through it in one direction • 
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The values of the per cent frequency effect or F. E. are 

a:, measurement of the polarization in the rock mas s. However, since 

the measurement of the degree of polarization is related to the apparent 

resistivity of the rock mass it is found that the metal factor values or 

M. F. are the most useful values in determining the amount of 

polarization present in the rock mass. The MF values are obtained by 

normalizing the F. E. values for varying resistivities. 

The induced polarization measurement is perhaps the most 

powerful geophysical method for the direct detection of metallic 

sulphide mineralization, even when this mineralization is of very 

low concentration. The lower limit of volume per cent sulphide 

necessary to produce ;:l recognizable IP anomaly will vary with the 

geometry and geologic environment of the source, and the method of 

' executing the survey. However, sulphide mineralization of less than 

Ohe per cent by volume has been detected by the IP method under 

proper geological conditions. 

The greatest application of the IP method has been in the 

search for disseminated metallic sulphides of less than 20o/c by volume. 

However, it has also been used successfully in the search for massive 

sulphides in situations where, due to source geometry, depth of source, 

or low resistivity of surface layer, the EM method can not be successfully 

applied. The ability to differentiate ionic conductors, such as water 

filled shear zones, makes the IP method a useful tool in checking EM 
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anomalies which are suspected of being due to these causes. 

In normal field applications the IP method does not 

differentiate between the economically important metallic minerals 

such as chalcopyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, galena, etc., and the 

other metallic minerals such as pyrite. The induced polarization effect 

is due to the total of all electronic conducting minerals in the rock mass. 

Other electronic conducting materials which c:an produce an IP response 

are magnetite, pyrolusite, graphite, and some forms of hematite. 

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface are 

Il'ladein a way that allows the effects of lateral changes in the properties 

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the 

properties. Current is applied to the ground at two points in distance 

(X) apart. The potentials are measured at two other points (X) feet 

apart, in line with the current electrodes is an integer number (n) times 

the basic distance (X). 

The measurements are made along a surveyed line, with 

a constant distance (nX) between the nearest current and potential 

electrodes. In most surveys, several traverses are made with various 

values of (n); 1. e. (n) = 1,2, 3,4, etc. The kind of survey required 

(detailed or reconnais sance) decides the number of values of (n) used. 

In plotting the results, the values of the apparent resistivity, 

apparent per cent frequency effect, and the apparent metal factor 

- ," ', ' 
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measured for each set of electrode positions are plotted at the inter-

section of grid lines, one from the center point of the current electrodes 

and the other from the center point of the potential electrodes. (See 

Figure A.) The resistivity values are plotted above the line as a mirror 

image of the metal factor values below. On a second line, below the 

metal factor values, are plotted the values of the per cent frequency effect. 

In some cases the values of per cent frequency effect are plotted as 

superscripts of the metal factor value. In this secon d case the frequency 

effect values are not contoured. The lateral displacement of a given 

value is determined by the location along the survey line of the center 

point between the current and potential electrodes. The distance of the 

value irom the line is determined by the distance (nX) between the current 

and potential electrodes when the measurement was made. 

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes is 

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being 

. sampled in any particular measurement. The plots then, when 

contoured, are not section maps of the electrical properties of the 

ground under the survey line. The interpretation of the results from 

any given survey must be carried out using the combined experience 

gained from field results, model study results and theoretical investi-

gations. The position of the electrodes when anomalous values are 

measured is important in the interpretation. 
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In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential 

differences are tneasured is the Sanle as the interval over which the 

electrodes are moved after a series of potential readings has been made. 

9ri.eofthe advantages of the induced polarization method is that the 

same equipment can be used for both detailed and reconnaissance surveys 

merely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes are moved 

each time. In the past, intervals have been used ranging from 25 feet 

to 2000 feet for (X). In each case, the decision as to the distance (X) 

and the values of (n) to be used is largely determined by the expected 

size of the mineral deposit being sought, the size of the expected anomaly 

and>the speed with which it is desired to progres s. 

The diagram in Figure A demonstrates the method used 

in plotting the results. Each value of the apparent resistivity, apparent 

metal factor, and apparent per cent frequency effect is plotted and 

identified by the position of the four electrodes when the measurement 

was made. It can be seen that the values measured for the larger values 

of (n) are plotted farther from the line indicating that the thicknes s of 

the layer of the earth that is being tested is greater than for the smaller 

values of (n); i.e. the depth of the measurement is increased. When 

the F .• ~. values are plotted as superscripts to the MF values the.third 

section of data values is not presented and the F. E. values are not 

contoured. 
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The actual data plots included with the report are prepared 

utilizing an IBM 360/75 Computer and a Calcomp 770/763 Incremental 

PlqttingSystem. The data values are calculated, plotted, and contoured 

according to a programme developed by McPhar Geophysics. Certain 

symbols have been incorporated into the programme to explain various 

situations in recording the data in the field. 

The IP measurement is basically obtained by measuring the 

difference in potential or voltage (~V) obtained at two operating frequen

cies. The voltage is the product of the current through the ground and 

the apparent resistivity of the ground. Therefore in field situations 

where the current is very low due to poor electrode contact, or the 

apparent resistivity is very low, or a combination of the two effects; the 

value of (6 V) the change in potential will be too small to be measurable. 

The symbol "TL" on the data plots indicates this situation. 

In some situations spurious noise, either man made or natural, 

,will render it impossible to obtain a reading. The symbol "N" on the 

data plots indicates a station at which it is too noisy to record a reading. 

If a reading can be obtained, but for reasons of noise there is some doubt 

as to its accuracy, the reading is bracketed in the data plot ( ). 

In certain situations negative values of Apparent Frequency 

Effect are recorded. This may be due to the geologic environment or 

spuriol!selectrical effects. The actual negative frequency effect value 

recorded is indicated on the data plot, however the symbol "NEG" is 
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indicated for the corresponding valu'eofAp.pa~~nt Metal Factor. In 

contouring negative values the con~c)Ur lil1.esa.re indicated to the nearest 

positive value in the immediate vicinity of the negative value. 

The symbol, J1NR" indicates that for some reason the operator 
:1 

did not attempt to record a reading although normal survey procedures 

would suggest that one was required. This may be due to inac:c:essible 

topography or other similar reasons. Any symbol other than those dis-

cussed above is unique to a particular situation and is described within 

the body of the report. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At the request of Mr. Sherwood B. Owen., McPhar has com

pleted an induced polarization and resistivity survey on the Hortensia Claims, 

Superior Mining District, Pinal County, Arizona~ Vertical intensity ground 

magnetic measurements were alao made at ] OO-foot intervals along the 

survey lines. The survey grid was laid out by Mr. Richard E. Mieritz, 

consultant to 1\1 r. Owens, who furnished geological information and a plan 

map of the survey area. 

Within the 8urvey area, Upper Precambrian diabase intrudes the 

I'ripping E-pring quartdte and Pioneer shale members of the Upper 

Precambrian Apache Group. These rocks overlie the Lower Precambrian 

Pinalechist and are overlain by Quaternary basalt. The area is transected 

by several northwest-trending bults which divide the Precambrian unite 

into block£!o The southwesternmost fault, the Concentrator fault, brings 

the Tertiary (?) Whitetail conglomerate down against the Precambrian rocks. 
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The area ia of exploratio.latereat because of ita proximity to the Malm.a 

mine to the 8outheast. 

The purpose of the induced polariationand reaietivity BurYey 

was to pros ped for sulphide miaeralb:ation within 500 feet of the .urface. 

The survey waeperforrned by Raymond Iv1onarez, crew chief. 

2. PR ESENTATlq~, ()FRESU LTS 

The induced pol8,rhultlon and resistivity results are shown on the 

data plots listed below and are summarized on a plan map. Vwg. I. P. P. 4628, 

at a Bcale of ]" :; 200'. 

~ F.:lectrode Intervale Dwg. No. 

lO.4E 500 feet IP 5460-1 

lO.9E 500 feet IP 5460-2 

11.4E. 500 feet IP 5460-3 

11.9£ . 500 feet IP 5460-4 

The ground magnetic survey reflults are shown on a separate map, f'wg. 

No. M3429, also at a scdeo! 1 tI :; 200'. 

In this report both percent frequency effect (PFE) anomalies and 

metal factor (MF) anomalies are shown on the ;>11.'0. map. Percent frequency 

effect is a measure of the intensity of polarization, and anom.alies are 

classified as very weak - very strong. The percent frequency effect re

sults indicate polarizable areas without taking into account the reli8tlvity 

of the a.reas. Metal factor (l\/LF) lei obtained by combining the percent 
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thatil .troftllY.9cilai-laable (high ~rceat ·frequ_c,..ffe~t) ' ~i1tgi~e a ' ~el1~ ~ . 

defiaad,ordefittite m .etal factor~omaly. Le •• well-defined metal factor 

anomallee are delijaated a. probable or po •• ible. 

The percent fJ'e(luencyeffect and metal factor p8.!'arp.eter. are 

complementary. The relative importance of each type of information 

depends upon the particular .eophy.ica} eDviromnent and the type of 

target expected. For example, a mineralized .ilicifled zone will give 

a strong percent frequl.'!ncy effect anomaly, but n'lay not give a definite 

metal factor anomaly. Alternatively, an oxidized ore zone may only 

give a weak percent frequency effect anomaly, but will give a definite 

metal factor anomaly pattt>:rn. Judicious consideration of both the percent 

frequency effect ;tnd the Inetul factor res ulh permit6 a com.prehensive 

evalu3tion of the geophysical environment. 

The anomalies a& shown on the data plots and plan map represent 

the surface projection of the polarbable 2-0nei. Contacts or faulte inferred 

from the resistivity pAttel~ns are abo .hown, on plan only. AnOD'laly 

boundaries and fault locations should be considered accurate to the elec-

trode interval as cd. 

The anomalies shuwn on the pIau n~ap ale designated apparent 

d~ptil' of shallow, mocicratrJ, or deep. At l&1'ger dipole lJeparations a 

g;(e~ter volwne of rock is averaged, in lateral extent as well a8 depth. 

T:iU,E. the SOUTce of a deep-appl!aring i,.noHlaly detected along a single line 

n;..i:f. y be at f;.hallow depth to one aide of the line. The data plots, therefore, 

CLnmot rcpresl.mt true depth. ~. c;>th;;. C6n be calculated from tile appa.rent 
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r~8laUvity data .ill tbei ~a.e of ideal boria.tal layer. ,but e",en thl, cal-
i . ' . 

. culation.depeDCl. on an a.iwned reetetivltyc:oatl'a'tbetw •• n the zone ~t 

.epthaad the overlyiq rock. Althoulh ambiluoU8, tbe.8imple depth 

d.elilutions are U8efUl lor correlat1n& or c:omparll1& anomalous aonee 

obtained Oft adjacent survey lines. r .rUl hole informatlon from one or 

more zon •• frequenUy permit, one to make a fair depth •• timat. for 

other zon.,. Th. following depth leneralizaHone apply to porphyry 

copper and contact-replacement bodie., 

Sballow 

Moderate 

1:'ee1' 

Apparent r ·eptb 
(dipole separation') 

1 - ') 
~, 

2 - 3 

.) - 5 

Drill Hole Depth 
( in dipole length.) 

1 - 1 .~ . a 

; } - 2+ 

ThUl. a shallow zone lB one detected at a one-to-two dipole .eparation and 

ahould be tested by a drill bole from II half-ta-one dipole length deep. 

An appendlx on the interpretation of induced polarization anomaUe. 

hi enclosed in thier.port. It showl the desirabUity of detailing with shorter 

.pread. when the anom&.1y is II ha, llow and the lIource may be narrow. 

The induced polarization method ie a geophysical tool ueed to 

determine the electrical propertiea of the earth. The final evaluation of 

the induced polarization anomaUes. e.,., whic:h of the anomalies con.titutes 

tbe mOlt favourable exploration target. muet be baled on available geologic: 

evidence and concepts. 

q 
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3. DISCUSSION , OFRESU LTS 

.e 
indicate a possible metal factor anomalo~ a01l:-.-' a~iagl. probable 

metal factor anomaly in the 8outhernpoiftionQ( the ,rid. The metal..factor 

anomaUes are due to low resiltivitie8 and quite weak, but above-bacltaround 

percent frequency effecta (PFE's). The re.ulta obtained along each lint.Lare 

discus.ed in detaU below. 

Line J O. 4E 

The resistivity result. indicate a fault or contact in the vicinity 

of 11.2 SN. with. high resistivity rock north of the contact. A resistivity 

lowoccul"S at shallow-moderate depth in the interval (? ) 8. 5N - 9. 75N. 

The possible metal factor anomaly within this interval is due to both low 

resistivities and above-background PFE's. Above-background PFF. zones 

also occur at shallow depth in the interval to. ON - } O. 5N and at shallow-

moderate depth in the interval 1 Z. 5N - 13. ON (? ). 

Line I O. 9~ 

The resistivity resulh indicate faults or contact. in the vicinity 

of 9. 5N and 11. ON. with low resistivity rock south of 9. 5N and high 

resbtivity rock north of 11. ON. The shallow, probable metal factor 
~-. --_ .. , ., . '~' ~~~.' ._.-- . 

anolnaly in the interval "J. ON - 9. 5N i. due to very low reai8tivitie. and 

above-background PFE's. A.bove-background PFE: zones also occur at 

shallow depth in the interval 10. 5N - 11. ON and at shallow-moderate depth 

in the interval 11. "iSN - 12.2SN ('? ). 
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l;he re.istiYlty results iD4icate. fa\dt~o~ ~.tac:t. ·mtheViciDity . 
, . ,. .i' . ~ .. , ,i ,e ~ .' " J " " . ' .. 

';,: ;: .. ~ .. -~ . 

. " re8uUnty rock at depth norlhof 11. ON. The pOssible Dletalfactor aQomaly 
• • . " • .. .:,.~ .: ;.," " ,- ,~~, : ~:::-"",'''",. ' -. ..- < • 

in the interval(? ) i. 5N - 8. S.N is du. to very low resistivities and bacqround-

above-back,roua4 PFEis. A~ove-background PFE's occur at moderat4ll -

. deep depth in the interval 9.5N - 10. ON and at lihallow depth in the lnteryal 

1 O. 5N - 1 1 • ON • 

Line 11. 9E 

The reaistivity results indicate a possible contact at 9. ON and a 

distinct resistivity low zone at ehallow ... moderate depth in the interyal 8. ON -

8.SN. The possible metal factor anomaly in the interval 8. ON - 8.5N is 

due to the low resistivities and to above-background PFE' •• Above-

back_round PFE's a:t.o occur at shallow depth in the interval 10. ZSN -

lO.7SN. 

As shown on the rnagnetic map. the vertical intensity ground 

magnetic reaults !',how a. distinct northweat trend. The loutheastern and 

eaatern portions of the grid are higher in magnetic intenaity than the 

northwe.tern portion of the grid. A strong magnetic anomaly occl1rs in 

the interva19.1N - 9.6N along Line lO.9"E. The anomaly liB characteristic 

of ",. vertical dike centred s.t 9.2 SN. The fact that the magnetic high lies 

north of the magnetic low suggeat. that the dike haa a rever.e remnant 

cornponent. The rn agnetic anomaly occun~ ;.t the northern edge of an 

outcrop of Quaternary basalt, and Ues within the probable metal factor 

., q 
.. :; ' ,. 

',.- ,. ' : '.' 
.". :' ) 
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anomaly obtained along Line lO .. 9E. Magnetie anomallel a180 occurln 

tne intern11 O. ON ~ 10.,.N along .Line 11. 4F and in the interval 9.6N ~ 10. ON 

along Line 11. 9!.'.These 'anOlnalies (orm a northwe8t~trending zone th" t 

?€rsiltc l'!.~rOS8 the entire grid. The anomaly along Line 11. 4E:: is character-

istic of ~. vertical cikeccnlreri atl C. 2N. Ac~t!'oni rr.agnetic low is centred 

at 11. 7N dong Line 10. 'i.E. 

4. CON C L US leN SA N D II E COM ) .. ~ E: N D A T ION ;; 

The porcent £:.equency efiecte. (.PF'E'.) aS80dated with the pcS.rl)lt;

proba.ble metal fac.tor.' anomaUes detected in the southern portion of the grid 

:1r. too weak to be indicative of large masdve !Sulphide bodie. such aa t,hose 

at ihe ~/ll\gma mini!. However. the po.sible economic aignificance of the 

anomaliel' should be aSlesled in light of geological and geochemical results. 

The probable Tneta! factor anomaly along Line 10. 9E coincides 

with a fltrong magnetic .nomaly. The Il',bove-background PFE'. associated 

with the probable metal factor anomaly could be due to .magnetite. The 

F,ttOmaJy pattern puggef!ts that the source of the anomaly dipe to th.e s ~uth. 

ince til~ Eource Is apt to he narrow, the anomaloUl zone should be detailed 

at 1 OO-foot elcdrod~ interv~,ls if drilling hr contemplated. 

The pO!flible n,~t=\l f3ctor 3,nomalies <'.t the louthern end" of 

:o.cnCf'!'.1t.!','ltcr fa·~lt. L:')vv ;"(!ristivities which a ?p~a:r. to be due to the 

\ ~" hltet.'lil conglmnerate contrU;,',ute to the.J~ ,1;-~otnaHefl. T'1e possible 

:-;.('ta 1 facte>l' ann:: ;",l), in t.he interval B. Cl'l -. R. SN dong Y .in~ 11. 9F ~q)pea rl1l 

to be m ,ore significant. Jrror,n tbegeology om." P. the low resi8tivities \vhi.c h 
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contr~bute to tats C\l\omaly cannot be attr.lbuted totneWhttetaU. c()nglomerate. 

• Tlle !Shallow, above-backaroundPFJ$ ,l&onfJ' in the northern portion 

of the grid could be due to widely-s paced, mineralized veins or shear •• If 

doe e surface examination orgeochemlcal.ampltng iruUcatee tbeee zon.s 

to be of further interest, thl"!y ~hould be detailed at 1 OO-foot electrode 

intervals. 

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS INCORPORA,TEO 

~:i~k:!: 
Geophyaic 

• D;lted: June 15,1970 

• 



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS 

APPENDIX 

THE INTERPRETATION OF 

INDUCED POLARIZATION ANOMALIES 

FROM RELATIVELY SMALL SOURCES 

The induced polarization method was originally developed to 
detect disseminated sulphides and has proven to be very successful in the 
search for "porphyry copper" deposits. In recent years we have found 
that the IP method can also be very useful in exploring for more con
centrated deposits of limited size. This type of source gives sharp IP 
anomalies that are often difficult to interpret. 

The anomalous patterns that develop on the contoured data 
plots will depend on the size, depth and position of the source and the 
relative size of the electrode interval. The data plots are not sections 
showing the electrical parameters of the ground. When the electrode 
interval (X) is appreciably greater than the width of the source, a large 
volume of unmineralized rock is averaged into each measurement. This 
is particularly true for the large values of the electrode separation (n). 

The theoretical scale model results shown in Figure I and 
Figure 2 indicate the effect of depth. If the depth to the top of the source 
is sma1l compared to the electrode interval (i. e. d X) the meaS'lre
ment for n = 1 will be anomalous. In Figure I the depth is O. 5 units 
(X = 1. 0 units) and the n = 1 value is definitely anomalous; the pattern 
on the contoured data plot is typical for a relatively shallow, narrow, 
near -vertical tabular source. The results in Figure 2 are for the same 
source with the depth increased to 1. 5 units. Here the n = 1 value is not 
anomalous; the larger values of (n) are anomalous but the magnitudes are 
much lower than for the source at less depth. 

When the electrode interval is greater than the width of the 
source, it is not possible to determine its width or exact position between 
the electrodes. The true IP effect within the source is also indeterminate; 
the anomaly from a very narrow source with a very large true IP effect 
will be much the same as that from a zone with twice the width and 1/2 
the true IP effect. The theoretical scale model data shown in Figure 3 
and Figure 4 demonstrate this problem. The depth and position of the 
source are unchanged but the width and true IP effect are varied. The 
anomalous patterns and magnitudes are essentially the same, hence the 
data are insufficient to evaluate the source completely. 

The normal practise is to indicate the IP anomalies by solid, 
broken, or dashed bars, depending upon their degree of distinctiveness. 
These bars represent the surface projection of the anomalous zones as 
interpreted from the location of the transmitter and receiver electrodes 
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wh~n the ,anomalous values ,were measured. As illustrated in Figure 1, 
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4, no anomaly can be located with more 
accuracy than the spread length. While the centre ' of the solid bar 
indicating the anomaly corresponds fairly well with the source, the length 
of the bar should not be taken to represent the exaCt edges of the anomalous 
material. 

If the source is shallow, the anomaly can be better evaluated 
using a shorter electrode interval. When the electrode interval used 
approaches the width of the source, the apparent effects measured will 
be nearly equal to the true effects within the source. When there is some 
depth to the top of the source, it is not possible to use electrode intervals 
that are much less than the depth to the source. In this situation, one 
must realize that a definite ambiguity exists regarding the width of the 
source and the IP effect within the source. 

Our experience has confirmed the desirability of doing detail. 
When a reconnaissance IP survey using a relatively large electrode in
terval indicates the presence of a narrow, shallow source, detail with 
shorter electrode intervals is necessary in order to better locate, and 
evaluate, the source. The data of most usefulness is obtained when the 
maximum apparent IP effect is measured forn = 2 or n = 3. For in
stance, an anomaly originally located using X = 300' may be checked 
with X = 200' and then X = 100'. The data with X= 100' will be quite 
different from the original reconnaissance results with X = 300'. 

The data shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 are field results from 
a greenstone area in Quebec. The expected sources were narrow (les s 
than 30' in width) zones of massive, high-grade, zinc-silver ore. An 
electrode interval of 200' was used for the reconnaissance survey in order 
to keep the rate of progress at an acceptable level. The anomalies located 
were low in magnitude. 

The very weak, shallow anomaly shown in Figure 5 is typical 
of those located by the X = 200' reconnaissance survey. Several anomalies 
of this type were detailed using shorter electrode intervals. In most cases 
the detail measurements suggested broad zones of very weak mineralization. 
However, in the case of the source at 20N to 22N, the measurements with 
shorter electrode intervals confirmed the presence of a strong, narrow 
source. The X = 50' results are shown in Figure 6. Subsequent drilling 
has shown the source to be 12. 5' of massive sulphide mineralization con-
taining significant zinc and silver values. 

The change in the anomaly that results when the electrode in
terval is reduced is not unusual. The X = 50' data more accurately locates 
the narrow source, and permits tpe geophysicist to make a better evaluation 
of its importance. The completion of this type of detail is very important, 
in order to get the maximum usefulness from a reconnaissance IP survey. 




























































































































